Is the Psychogenic Factor an Exclusive Contributor to Erectile Dysfunction in a Man Under Thirty?
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ABSTRACT

Albeit penile veins are the principal components in erectile rigidity in cadaveric hemodynamic studies, clinically, psychogenic factors play an exclusive role in a young adult with erectile dysfunction (ED), additionally the placebo effect affecting approximately 40% of the participants in clinical trials. This study addresses whether psychogenic contributor has an exclusive role in ED in males under the age of 30. This article is a review of literature obtained using MEDLINE. The information obtained was assessed regarding erectile physiology and ED pathophysiology. Although phospho-di-esterase-5 inhibitors have become the most widely adopted ED medical treatment with gained acceptance in ED pathophysiology, a refined penile venous stripping procedure also holds merit. An apagogical hemodynamic study was conducted on defrosted cadavers based on an innovative understanding of the penile venous anatomy. In our extensive clinical experience with the penile venous stripping method, this procedure is a viable treatment option for ED in males younger than 30 years of age. Thus, penile veins themselves are the most crucial factors in erection physiology, and venogenic factors are inappropriately considered as cavernosal factors in the list of ED contributors. Penile veins play a pivotal role in erectile rigidity and consequently, venous dysfunction is prevalent in males with ED. However, the psychological contribution is still paramount, although not exclusive, roles in ED in males younger than 30 years of age.
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Introduction

Erectile function depends on the seamless interplay between healthy psychologic, endocrinologic, vascular and metabolic factors, as well as the adequate function of cavernosal sinusoids [1]. An erectile dysfunction (ED) will ensue if a sufficiently rigid penile erection for coitus cannot be satisfactorily attained or maintained [2]. ED has troubled the human race
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for generations and demands research in every society to uphold human rights [3].

Recent research enables us to understand how penile erection is achieved by uncovering the vital role of smooth muscle relaxation of the corpus cavernosum [4]. Additionally, a list of ED contributors has been established including psychogenic disturbance, endocrinologic disorders, arterial insufficiency, neurologic deficits, pharmacological adverse effects, metabolic syndrome or cavernosal disintegration [5]. Is the role of penile veins being inadvertently ignored from the erection physiology? Is the venogenic factor equivalent to the cavernosal factor as a contributor given that venous leakage plays a major role in ED males without comorbidity and in those whose ED is a consequence of cigarette smoking [6,7]?

Young males can achieve a rigid erection by imagination, fantasying, and visual or auditory stimulation, therefore psychogenic disturbance is generally considered to be the main cause of ED for males under the age of 40 according to the literature [8,9]. Males cannot enjoy sex without adequate mental function even when equipped with a functional penis. However, the previously believed purely psychogenic causes behind ED were replaced by majorly organic etiologies with the identification of veno-occlusive dysfunction in the phallo-dynamic era [10,11]. The dispute regarding the cause of ED might be over as the vasculogenic factors gains its volume of voice in the etiology of organic ED [12,13]. Between 1986 and 1987, we performed penile venous stripping surgery (PVSS) to five men under the age of 30 [14]. We were encouraged to know that their unassisted natural coitus was satisfactory (IIEF-5=19-24) even though two of them were later diagnosed with psychological problems [15].

In 2011 an international journalist team observed our PVSS procedure from the United Kingdom. We were asked why penile venous surgery is often condemned despite its acknowledgement as an ideal vascular surgery. To answer, penile vasculature is too delicate to be seen in detail and PVSS is a challenging procedure to observe. Therefore, urological surgeons will not recommend it since it is beyond the common “seeing is believing” rule. Nowadays, it is easier to appreciate how PVSS can be performed with the help of video recording equipment under adequate magnification. Importantly, though anatomically the penis is in the realms of urology, the delicate microsurgery is beyond the traditional urology training, which may result in an inadequate skill level leading to an unfavorable outcome. Together with our clinical experience on thousands of ED males in the past three decades and hundreds of cadaveric studies, we challenge the common belief that penile venous origin should be excluded as one of the major causes of ED. Furthermore, we argue that penile venous surgery, particularly PVSS, should not be abandoned. Dozens of young males from all over the world visited our PVSS clinic seeking a solution for their ED. Many of them posed concerns as to why their urologists always attributed their problem as caused by a psychogenic factor [16,17]. Most physicians reprimand these young ED patients by telling them “your ED is caused by your brain” or simply labels them as “too afraid to have intercourse.” On the contrary, we believe that ED in many young patients was mainly of venogenic origin since their problem improved dramatically by PVSS. The problem left is how to differentiate the venous origin from the psychogenic origin. In order to demonstrate that a psychologic factor has little influence in ED, we carried out a series of hemodynamic studies in both fresh and defrosted cadavers [18,19].

Methods
This article details the findings of our cadaveric hemodynamic study and is supplemented by a literature review. Journals in the fields of andrology, anatomy, epidemiology, internal medicine, neuropsychiatry, sexual medicine and urology were searched through MEDLINE in November 2016 for papers published from 1873 onwards. The search used the following terms in various combinations: erectile dysfunction, erection rigidity, penile erection-related veins, psychotherapy, and psychogenic. The literature search was reviewed by two authors and discrepancies were resolved. The information obtained was assessed for the topic involving erectile physiology, ED pathophysiology, ED causes, and contemporary management of ED.

Results

Interplay of psychology and physiology in medicine, which is the protagonist?

The essential role of psychology. There is no way to enjoy a love life without a healthy working central nervous system. It is especially
true for sexual activity because erection, emission, ejaculation and orgasm are specifically coordinated by corresponding areas in the brain [20-22]. Interestingly, it is also true for clitorial erection in the female counterpart [23]. An intact limbic system is essential to receive pleasure rewarding. The sensitivity of the glans penis requires brain interpretation. Without a functional brain, a penile erection becomes meaningless. The introduction of brain mapping benefits the research on erection issues [24-27].

Interplay of psychology and physiology their role together. Throughout medical history, clinicians have endeavored to identify contributors in each disease entity. Psychotherapy consistently plays a leading role in solving the most human problem because psychological factors always contribute to some extent [28,29]. The observation of the power of nothing, the placebo effect, has changed the way we think about medicine [30]. ED is no different; indeed, ED was previously thought to be entirely caused by a psychogenic factor. Although our current evidence does not support this notion, we cannot ignore its contribution. The importance of psychotherapy in ED treatment has not changed over time [31]. Can the power of a psychogenic role in ED be validated by the effectiveness of a placebo treatment? Some studies have suggested that children and adolescents are more prone to respond to a placebo than adults [32-34], a finding that is comparable to adult studies [35]. Chen et al. reported a randomized, double-blind, parallel, placebo-controlled clinical trial using oral tadalafil in the treatment of men with ED in 2004. It was interpreted that a psychological factor explained 42.8% of the ED issues in that study [36].

Billions of people suffer from ED. It was previously believed that ED requires a multiple disciplinary management. The introduction of sildenafil has changed the concept [37,38]. There is a belief that there is no longer a need for Collaboration between healthcare practitioners from different disciplines in terms of the evaluation, treatment, and education issues surrounding sexual dysfunction with the high response rate to sildenafil. However, neither psychotherapy alone nor medical intervention alone is sufficient to resolve sexual problem [39]. ED requires an individualized and integrated management to achieve a lifelong solution.

- Role of sex therapy in erectile dysfunction

Sex therapy in ED. Sex therapy, a form of psychotherapy, has existed throughout human history in different cultures, including China, India, Egypt, Greece, and Rome [40,41]. Numerous forms have been used involving specific manuals; Yoga; meditation; spells; aphrodisiacs (deer antelope, tiger penis, herb and acupuncture, etc.) according to the literature [42,43]. Interestingly some of them might be helpful based on modern scientific research [44]. Obviously, there is merit to conduct further research on the efficacy of them for treatment of ED [45].

- Differentiating normal ED from psychological ED

There is no way to single out a psychogenic cause in ED and clinicians have to differentiate the psychogenic from organic contributors before ignition of management. Tremendous advancement in modern medicine has enabled physicians to identify ED contributors effectively. The factors that are helpful in differentiating normal erectile function from psychological ED include affecting indifference during sexual stimulation, sexual arousal indifferences, poor perception of control over arousal, distractibility during sexual stimulation, and difficulty in declining a sexual response while anxious [46,47]. Every ED clinician has experience in treating patient with a psychiatric disorder. Integrated assessment is the cornerstone for establishing the correct diagnosis, and sex therapy may be an indispensable part of a successful treatment for certain patients [48]. ED clinicians should adopt a multidisciplinary strategy that includes not only the collaboration with other professionals, but also integrates contemporary knowledge to provide a structured approach to personalized ED management [49].

- Innovative penile tunical and venous anatomy

- Discovery of Penile tunical and venous anatomy.

The human penis has been in its current anatomic form for 3000 centuries [50]. It is a unique structure composed of multiple fascial layers surrounding the three extensible cylinders with independent sinusoids, i.e. the glans penis, the corpus spongiosum and the paired corpora cavernosa (CC). The CC is encircled by the tunica albuginea which is composed of multiple collagen bundles and exclusively responsible for erectile rigidity. The penile tunical anatomy has been widely studied and is, however, consistently
described as a single layer with uniform thickness and strength circumferentially the (Figure 1, left) [51]. Our study substantiates a model of the tunica albuginea of the corpora cavernosa as a bi-layered structure with a 360° complete inner circular layer and a 300° incomplete outer longitudinal coat (Figure 1, right) [52]. A rigid erection ensues only after a sound interplay is achieved by the tunica albuginea and penile erection related vasculature. As for the penile erection related vasculature, a single deep dorsal vein (DDV) is consistently depicted between the tunica albuginea and Buck’s fascia, and is flanked by a pair of the dorsal artery (Figure 1A, B). Should then the penile vasculature be an exception to the standards of the human body with the ratio of the number of arteries to veins as 1:2? Our extensive study over the past 3 decades has revolutionized the understanding of the erection related veins into (1) a DDV, (2) a pair of cavernosal veins (CV) and (3) two pairs of para-arterial veins (PAV) (Figure 1A, B) [53].

### Comparative penile anatomy

Both penile tunical and venous anatomy were not discovered until our endeavor in recent studies including penile tunical anatomy, penile venous anatomy and a comparative penile anatomy in varied species [54]. The tunical outer layer originates from the bulbospongious and ischiocavernous proximally and extends continuously into the distal ligament, os analogue, within the glans penis [55,56]. This layer is the determining structure responsible for the penile shape and penile implant protection. Therefore, it is extremely crucial in penile morphology reconstruction and penile implantation [57,58]. The os penis exists in mammalian species, such

---

**Figure 1:** Illustration of traditional and new penile venous anatomy.

Traditional penile venous anatomy (left): (A) Lateral view: The glans penis is exclusively composed of uniform sinusoids only. The deep dorsal vein (DDV) is sandwiched in by a pair of dorsal arteries (DA)? The ratio of arteries and veins remains identical to the umbilicus vessel, which is 2:1. (B) Cross section of the pendulous portion of the human penis. The tunica albuginea of the corpora cavernosa is consistently described as a single-layered coat with uniform thickness. The median septum is complete. A single DDV and two DAs are present between the tunica albuginea and Buck’s fascia. New penile venous anatomy (right): (A’) Lateral view: The glans penis is composed with specific sinusoids and a stout distal ligament, the os analogue, for supporting the entire glans. The DDV is consistently in the median position and receives blood of the emissary veins from the corpora cavernosa and of the circumflex vein from the corpus spongiosum. The DDV is sandwiched between the cavernosal veins (CV), but these lie at a deeper position. Bilaterally, each DA is respectively sandwiched by its corresponding medial and lateral para-arterial veins (PAVs). Note that the lateral PAV merges with the medial vein proximally. The deeper colour of the veins indicates the deepest part of the vasculature. (B’) Cross section of the mid-penis: Note that the number of veins is seven unlike the traditionally described one, although it becomes four at the level of the penile hilum because each pair of the veins merges. Erection related veins are arrayed in an imaginary arc on the dorsal aspect of the tunica albuginea, which is composed of multiple collagen bundles with a 360° complete inner circular layer and a 300° incomplete outer longitudinal coat. Thus, the penile vascular system still complies with the general rule in the body that the number of veins is normally higher than the number of arteries.
as the dog and rat, for providing eternal rigidity. Although the os penis is traditionally believed to be absent in human, an os analogue does exist instead (Figure 2). How can the human glans penis bear the buckling pressure generated from coitus without the os analogue? Furthermore, the anatomical location and histology of the distal ligament invite convincing parallels with the quadruped os penis; therefore, it constitutes the potential evidence of the evolutionary process. In summary, the CC, a chamber design by Mother Nature, is responsible for facilitating rigid erections. For investigating venogenic factors, hemodynamic studies have been conducted on both fresh and defrosted human male cadavers. In each case, a rigid erection was unequivocally attainable following the removal of erection related veins. This clearly has a significant impact on penile venous surgery and has a vital role in treating impotent patients. The newly identified information about penile tunical, venous anatomy and erection physiology was inspired by, and in turn, enhance clinical applications by physicians and surgeons, such as penile morphological

Figure 2: Comparison of Penile structure in different species, cross-sections of the corpora cavernosal and longitudinal aspects of the glans penis are from A to C and D to F, respectively (A) In rats, the corpus cavernosum (CC), is devoid of the medial septum and intracavernosal pillars, is positioned between the deep dorsal vein (arrow) and the urethra (arrowhead) (H & E stain, reduced from 7×). (B) In dogs, a complete septum (arrow) and abundant intracavernosal pillars are obvious. (1×). (C) In human, an intracavernosal pillar is not uncommonly encountered (not demonstrated). The septum (arrow) is significant, but incomplete and dorsally fenestrated. Note the clear delineation of the inner circular and outer longitudinal layers of the tunica albuginea. (1×). (D) In rats, a short os penis is positioned between the glans penis and the CC (left panel, 3×). The amount of glanular tissue is scanty. The junction between the glans penis and the CC appears like a knee joint which provides a flipping action during mating. The short os penis (right panel, 1×) can be clearly observed after clearing and alizarin red S staining because only bony tissue can be preserved. (E) In dogs, the os penis (double-headed arrow) is enveloped with a unique glans penis consisting of two compartments (arrowhead and arrow, respectively). Similar to the rat penis, the corpora cavernosa are not intromitted. However, they are reinforced with abundant intracavernosal pillars and a complete septum. (1×). (F) In humans, the distal ligament (arrow) within the glans penis is obvious and should be regarded as a ligamentous structure rather than as sinuses only. The distal ligament is an aggregation of the outer longitudinal layer of the tunica albuginea and acts as a buttress of the glans penis. (1×). (Courtesy of reproduction from Journal of Andrology)
research, penile implantation, and PVSS [59-62]. Additionally, the above information helps us to answer questions frequently raised during patient counselling.

**Hemodynamic experiments on human cadavers: the power of Reductio ad absurdum**

**Human erectile physiology**

The human erectile mechanism is an intricate balance between hormonal, vascular, neurological, sinusoidal, pharmacological, and psychological factors. However, the mechanism itself and the relative contribution of each respective component remain somewhat unclear, and merit further study. To identify a research model for differentiating venogenic factors from psychogenic factors in the ED contributor list, cadavers were deliberately chosen. A dynamic cavernosometry was performed in 48 cadavers for various hemodynamic studies (Table 1). From 2002-2003, five fresh cadavers were obtained for demonstrating the pivotal role of the penile erection related veins in a penile erection [18]. It was criticized that our model used normal saline with a speed of 150 mL/min which far exceeds the arterial inflow rate of 60-80 mL/Min in human penile physiology. A second criticism regarded how to prove the sinusoidal cells were totally dead. Although normal saline is used for volume expansion in medical purposes, the viscosity coefficient is zero, and subsequently, the infusion rate will be abnormally high. We then use 10% colloid and defrosted cadavers for nullifying the two concerns.

**Simulating hemodynamic physiology in the human penis**

We investigated the role of venous outflow in an attempt to isolate the key determinant of erectile function. The dynamic infusion cavernosometry and cavernosography were conducted on 15 defrosted human cadavers (Figure 3), both before and after the meticulous removal and ligation of penile veins. Preoperatively, an infusion rate of more than 28.1 mL/min (14.0 – 85.0 mL/min) was required to induce a rigid erection. Following surgery, we obtained the same result at a rate of 7.3 mL/min (3.1 – 13.5 mL/min) across the entire sample. The rigid erection is a mechanical phenomenon, and penile veins are the principal component for erectile rigidity [19]. Similarly, 7 cadavers were studied for exploring the venous drainage of the CC [63]. Eventually, 11 valid defrosted cadavers were studied via electrocautery (n=6) or ligation (n=5) and indirectly proved the venous occlusion mechanism (n=11) [64]. Given the fact that we eliminated the influence of hormonal, arterial, neurological, sinusoidal, pharmacological, and psychological factors while the sinusoidal tissue was not viably extensible in cadavers, we believe that our study clearly demonstrated that the human erection is fundamentally a mechanical event contingent on venous competence. Did the results from the hemodynamic study confirm our hypothesis by the power of Reductio ad absurdum? We challenged the general belief that the venogenic factors is considered equivalent to cavernosal factors in the list of ED contributor [5].

**Penile venous stripping for treatment of erectile dysfunction**

**Conventional penile venous surgery**

In 1873, Parona proposed that varicosity could lead to penile dorsal vein dysfunction [65]. In 1902, Wooten proposed deep penile vein ligation as the cure for atonic impotence [66]. Although Lowsley and Rueda performed this procedure multiple times in their 1953 report [67], similar procedures were not popular for restoring erectile function until 1985 [68]. However, this popularity dwindled away over time [69]. We agreed that this procedure should be abandoned because of its disappointing outcomes with seemingly unavoidable complications such as

### Table 1: Summary of hemodynamic study on 48 valid human male cadavers in varied purposes from 2002 to 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grouping</th>
<th>Cadaver Infusion rate or volume</th>
<th>Purpose of study for penile erection-related veins [Reference]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh</td>
<td>5 2002-2003 Normal saline 1050 mL 89 mL 28.1 mL/min 30.2 mL/min 2.8 mL/min</td>
<td>the pivotal role in erection [18] the principal component in erectile rigidity [19] venous drainage of the corpora cavernosa [63] role in penile veno-occlusive Mechanism [64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defrosted</td>
<td>15 2009-2010 10% colloidal 10% colloidal 28.1 mL/min 7.3 mL/min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defrosted</td>
<td>7 2010-2012 10% colloidal 10% colloidal 30.2 mL/min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defrosted</td>
<td>11 2011-2013 10% colloidal 2.8 mL/min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3: Photographs of ongoing hemodynamic study of defrosted human cadaver.

In general, a circumferential incision was made followed by a dorsal median longitudinal incision reaching the upper margin of the symphysis pubis. Two no. 19 scalp needles were inserted and firmly fixed in place with 4-0 silk sutures at the 3 and 9 o’clock positions. One needle was connected to an infusion pump, and the other was used to monitor the intracavernous pressure, where exceeding 120 mm Hg ensures a rigid erection. (A) Photograph of a cadaver with roughly straight, however slightly distal ventral deviation. (B) Photograph of a cadaver with severe penile ventral deviation. (C) Photograph of a cadaver with severe penile dorsal deviation. (D) Photograph presents a rigid erection in a cadaveric penis with a complex banana shape. (E) Photograph shows a rigid erection in a cadaveric penis with ventral curvature. (F) Photograph demonstrates a rigid erection in a cadaveric penis with very slight distal deviation.

irreversible deformity and permanent penile numbness [70].

**Anatomy-based penile venous stripping for treating ED.**

Despite these drawbacks, our PVSS procedure, a well-designed modification of the conventional venous surgery, has been developed after numerous positive responses from our patients. Since 1986, our success was built upon our better understanding of penile tunical and venous anatomy associated with the erection mechanism [15, 53, 64]. We continuously refined the PVSS technique through a large patient population under acupuncture-assisted local anaesthesia performed in a one-day surgery clinic. We have been contacted by patients all over the world seeking the procedure after their poor functional outcomes and unexpected adverse effects from prior penile vascular intervention.
As a matter of fact, the conventional penile venous surgery has been officially rejected by the European Urological Association.

**Two main causes for unsuccessful conventional penile venous surgery**

Although currently, we recommend PVSS only to patients who failed to response to phosphodiesterase-5 (PDE-5) inhibitors, we also accept ED males who experienced prior unsuccessful penile venous surgery. Two main causes are identified in unsuccessful conventional penile venous surgery. First, is the incomplete removal of the offending veins in veno-occlusive dysfunction which can be attributed to the antiquated knowledge of penile venous anatomy. Secondly attending surgeon may fail to decline the temptation of applying electrocautery during procedures, causing a catastrophic effect to the delicate corporeal sinusoids. Apart from histology evidence of corporeal fibrosis, cavernosography categorically demonstrated poor filling and uneven distribution of contrast medium due to electrocautery effects from the previous surgery. In this case, penile implantation might be the viable choice because damage to the corporeal sinusoids prevent long term benefits from salvage PVSS.

**Outcomes of penile venous stripping**

Table 2 detail the operative outcome of the PVSS procedure since 1986. Table 3 shows a preliminary analysis of general ED males, and the young ED males under the age of 30 who received PVSS between 2009 and 2015. The ability of intracorporeal fluid retention is dramatically improved.

![Figure 4: Cavernosograms of a 29-year-old patient who received prior penile venous surgery elsewhere. (A) The first cavernosogram (anterior-posterior view) was obtained when 10 ml diluted iohexol solution was intracavernously injected into the corpora cavernosa (asterisk) via a no. 19 scalp needle (cross). The preprostatic plexus showed immediate opacification. (B) A 30° oblique-view cavernosogram was obtained after further injection of 10 ml iohexol solution when the deep dorsal vein (arrow) was appropriately visible. Note the venous caliber was smaller distally owning to a segmental excision in prior surgery. These complex erection-related veins were residual, leftover in prior penile venous surgery? (C) This pharmacocavernosogram revealed veno-occlusive dysfunction via large venous channel (arrow) although prior surgery was undergone elsewhere. (D) Postoperative cavernosogram was obtained after salvaging penile venous stripping. Note the residual veins are no longer present for comparison with panel A with same condition of imaging process. (E) This oblique cavernosogram was obtained for comparison with panel B. Note that the previous residual veins (arrow) were null. (F) Later stage cavernosogram was obtained while an intracorporeal fluid retention was considerably more reachable. Again the residual veins (arrow) are no longer seen, indicating that an appropriate surgery was performed.
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Figure 5: Dual pharmaco-cavernosography of a 26-year-old patient who received prior penile venous surgery internationally. (A) The first cavernosogram (anterior–posterior view) was obtained when 10 ml diluted iohexol solution was injected into the corpora cavernosa (asterisk) via a no. 19 scalp needle (cross). Note that the radio-density of the distal corpora cavernosa (asterisk) was lesser than that of the penile crura although the preprostatic plexus showed a few residual veins only. (B) A 30° oblique-view cavernosogram was obtained after further injection of 10 ml iohexol solution while residual veins remain less. Again the radio-density of the distal corpora cavernosa was lesser than that of the proximal portion (asterisk) including the penile crura where electrocautery effect was not susceptible. (C) This pharmaco-cavernosogram revealed uneven radio-density and dentations along the dorsal aspect of the corpora cavernosa (distal to the asterisk mark). (D) Postoperative cavernosogram was obtained after salvaging penile venous stripping. Note the residual veins are no longer present for comparison with panel A with the same condition of imaging processing. (E) This oblique cavernosogram was obtained for comparison with panel B. Note that the intracorporeal fluid retention is dramatically improved, markedly in penile crura. (F) Later stage cavernosogram was obtained while an intracorporeal fluid retention was considerably more reachable.

improved regardless of whether it was the first PVSS or a salvaging PVSS (Figure 5). We even acknowledged that the psychological outcome for young ED males was better than the older counterpart. Our PVSS procedure was granted with a USPTO, United States Patent and Trade Office, patent in 2012 [73]. A more favorable outcome can be expected in the majority of venogenic ED patients. This procedure warrants further scientific study through a randomized trial to provide additional robust proof.

Discussion

Penile morphology and erectile rigidity are vital for performing genital coitus. Males with psychological stress caused by congenital penile deviation and ED who have benefitted from penile curvature correction (debuted in 1965) and penile implantation (modern type, introduced in the 1950s) are commonly encountered [74,75]. The outer longitudinal layer of the tunica albugenia is the surgery target for both procedures; however, the architecture of the tunical anatomy was discovered as late as 1991 [76]. For many years, physicians have endeavored to develop methods to meet patient requirements [77,78]. Intricate tunical surgery should not be regarded as a simple urological task because unfavorable postoperative outcomes may result from this surgery [79]. Furthermore, despite the current trend in ED medical treatment, the number of penile implants performed in the USA continues to increase [80].
A thorough understanding of the rudimentary anatomical knowledge is a prerequisite for the surgeons to successfully perform a surgery that aims to prevent the expenditure of both prosthesis extrusion and revision of unsuccessful corporoplasty [81,82].

In the chronological experience of PVSS, we use the term young ED to refer to males with ED younger than 30 years of age, whereas the borderline age is 40 in medical literature. This arbitrary definition may lead the ED in young males to be attributed to psychogenic causes. An analysis of our patients undergoing PVSS between 2009 and 2015 revealed that gratifying outcomes were as high as 80.5% (42/52) in young men with ED under the age of 30, the remaining 19.5% continued to have ED, although an improvement was observed. Postoperatively, a 28-year-old man with ED tenaciously tried to present ED complaints; in failing to screen his psychological factor preoperatively it implies that a psychological origin plays a certain role in this group.

Given that the penile veins play a pivotal role in a rigid erection, is it justified to exclude venogenic origin from the list of ED contributors only because conventional penile venous surgery had been ineffective for so long [66]? The importance of the venous contribution to erection is fundamental since it accounts for more than 90% of the ED cases in previous research [6,7]. With this in mind shouldn’t it be the first one on the ED contributor list? The psychological origin has been over-exaggerated in ED because
it inadequately explains 42% of ED cases but is still regarded as the main contributor despite known venogenic factors. Penile venous surgery has likely been innocently condemned; the abandonment would be more appropriate if its justification shifted from the surgery itself to the method of surgical manipulation. We heretofore suggest its ban should be lifted to help males that suffer from ED. Surely its efficacy and safety warrant well-structured, randomized, and controlled research by surgeons who know the anatomy well and are well-equipped with microvascular surgery skill without the necessity of electrocautery.

The ED contributor list includes psychogenic, neurogenic, endocrinologic, and arteriogenic, as well as abnormal function of the sinusoidal and cavernosal tissue, structural alterations, degenerative changes, traumatic injury to the tunica albuginea and pharmacological influences. It is difficult to agree that a venogenic contributor is equivalent to a cavernosal factor. It may be beyond the scope of our hemodynamic study since cadaveric intracorporeal tissue cannot meet the viability criteria. Intracorporeal smooth muscle fibrosis has been reported as a major mechanism of venous leakage which may also be a concern that demands a solution [83].

Given that an organic origin plays a central role in young patients afflicted with ED, it is critical that physicians and ED researchers alike recognize and understand newfound knowledge of penile anatomy and erection physiology, including the vascular physiology and pathophysiology for impotence, as well as the notion that the penile erection is, at its core, a mechanical event [84,85]. Such anatomical insights are inspired by—and in turn enhance—clinical applications routinely encountered by researchers and physicians. Viz., this knowledge is highly valuable to surgeons who perform penile morphological reconstruction via autologous venous patched surgery [86], penile implantation with glans sinusoidal enhancement, penile vascular surgery [87], and even penile enhancement surgery (in particular on the glans penis and for penile girth) [88]. These operations are mostly done with an acupuncture assisted local anesthesia and on an ambulatory basis.

Conclusions

ED in males under 30 can be caused by organic and psychogenic factors. Over the last few decades, with advances in our understanding of penile tunical, venous anatomy, erectile physiology and ED pathophysiology, ED therapy can be improved. Despite our belief that penile veins are the principal component in erectile rigidity through our cadaveric hemodynamic studies, we should not ignore the possible existence of a psychological cause of this problem in clinical settings.
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